
Dear all. 
 
I hope you have all been continuing to remain safe and well. 
 
This week we are introducing a theme of ‘around the world as we stay at home’. Our chosen 
country is the USA. We have given some suggestions on this website which can be found under 
the tab of ‘projects to do at home’. Please feel free to have a look through and complete tasks 
that you or your child would like to participate in. There are a range of ideas, from researching 
facts, cooking to creating dream catchers. I’m sure that you will all enjoy having a go at a task. 
I would also like to suggest a few more ideas which I believe your child may find of interest; 
 
Learning an American dance, country or swing, would be a good place to start. 
Research DisneyLand/world and even create an itinerary of a holiday there. 
Learning about national parks such as Yellowstone and discovering interesting wildlife. 
The wild weather of the USA - tornadoes, hurricanes and flooding and where and why it 
happens. 
Learn about space at NASA or the theory of aliens at area 51. 
Interesting and quirky facts such as; why New York was once called New Amsterdam. 
Discover the wilderness of Alaska. 
Why not take a tour of Comicon and write a review of the different comics on sale - or create 
your own! 
Research the different presidents throughout history and write a brief account of what impact 
they had. 
Cook some interesting food from the different states, jumbo, southern fried chicken or clam 
chowder. 
Plan a party for independence day (July 4th) and make hats, banners and bunting or research 
other national celebrations and festivals. 
 
Whatever you do, I’m sure ya’ll have a great time. Yeehaw! 
 
I shall continue to upload the website with other resources. This week in maths we are looking 
at charts and graphs and in Literacy some grammar activities. I have also included a puzzle to 
get your child thinking. These as always are only suggestions and continue to do what works 
best for you and your child. 
 
I look forward to speaking to you all again this week and hearing about what you have been up 
to. 
 
As always - stay safe. 
 
The Beech class team. 
 


